The set of disk packing exponents is an interval equal to (£, 2] or [E, 2]. The set of triangle packing exponents is [log23,2]. The analogy strongly suggests that £ is attained and that E=S, the osculatory exponent whose value is known to lie in the interval 1.0300197<5<1.314534.
1. Literature survey and statement of theorems.
Let U denote a disk of diameter 1 in the Euclidean plane. A countable collection of open disks C= {£•,"}, Dm of diameter dm, is called a packing of U in case its members are contained in U and disjoint from one another. If the residual set of uncovered points R(C)=U-Um=i Dm has plane Lebesgue measure 0 then C is called an almost perfect packing (alternatively a solid or complete packing). As this paper deals exclusively with almost perfect packings it will not be ambiguous to refer to them simply as packings.
The fact that packings actually exist may be proved by appealing to the Vitali covering theorem or by constructing an explicit example (cf. Kasner and Supnick [12] ). Let me outline progress in two related areas of packing theory-study of the asymptotic behavior of diameter sequences dm and study of the Hausdorff dimension of residual sets R(C). References to possible physical applications of packing theory are provided by Gilbert [10] while Davis [7] shows how packings may be employed to give quadrature formulae.
Interest in the packing diameters was sparked by tvlergelyan's observation [17, §4] that, while ^=xdl=l, the series J™=1 dm must diverge. Wesler [19] gave a simple proof of this theorem and Melzak [15] introduced the moment sum of a packing, M(C, a) = J d*m (a real), m=l and defined the exponent of a packing, eiC) = inf{x: MiC, x) < oo}.
As the preceding remarks indicate, packing exponents must satisfy 1 5= e(C)^2. Melzak To obtain an osculatory packing of U, insert two disks of diameter J tangent to one another at the centre of U. Then proceed by induction inserting at each stage the largest disks that will fit into the set of curvilinear triangles which comprise the current residual. Since these disks are a solution to the Apollonian tangency problem for their three ancestral neighbours, this packing has also been called an Apollonian packing. [6] , [9] , [20] ) have enlarged the class of packings with exponent S and gradually improved the bounds on S. The best result to date is Boyd's 1.300197<5<1.314534 [6] . The tools used in these investigations have included elementary geometry, conformai mapping, the analytic theory of matrices, real inequalities and a number of ad hoc arguments.
There has also been interest in determining precisely which numbers can be packing exponents. In [21, § §5.2 and 5.3] there is a rather long argument which proves, among other results, that every number in the closed interval [S, 2] is an exponent. In [3] there is a shorter proof of the stronger result that if B is the infimum of the analogously defined exponents for packing the region bounded by two externally tangent circles and a common tangent line by disks then every number in the interval (B, 2] (or [B, 2] if B is attained) is the exponent of some disk packing of U. The main purpose of this note is to give a very short proof of the still stronger result.
Theorem I. Let E be the infimum of the set of exponents for disk packings of the disk U. Then for every number e satisfying E<e^2 there is a packing Ce with exponent e and M(Ce, e)<co. For every number e satisfying E<e<2 there is a packing C? with exponent e and M(C* , e)= oo.
It is quite reasonable to expect that the infimum E is attained and that £=5 so that the set of disk packing exponents is the closed interval [S, 2]. A second purpose of this paper is to lend support to this conjecture by describing the analogously defined exponents for packing a unit equilateral triangle T by oppositely oriented equilateral triangles. While earlier results along the lines of Theorem 1 were quite specific to disk packings, the present technique has the advantage of being immediately available for all packing problems in which a set is packed by homothetic sets. In particular a slight modification of the method gives much of Theorem 2. For the case of an equilateral triangle T packed by oppositely oriented equilateral triangles the set of exponents is the closed interval [log23,2].
Packings with exponent 2 satisfy M(C, 2)=1 while packings with exponent log2 3 satisfy Af(C, log2 3)=co. For all other exponents e it is possible to find packings Ce and Cf with exponent e such that MiCe, <?)< oo and M(Cf, e)= oo.
To obtain a triangle packing which realizes the minimum exponent, insert the unique packing triangle of diameter {-and note that it breaks the unpacked residual into 3 triangles similar to the original. Then proceed by induction inserting at the nth stage the 3" triangles of maximal diameter {\)n+l that will fit into the set of congruent triangles which comprise the current residual. It is obvious that this process generates a packing with exponent log2 3~1.58 and that the osculatory disk packing with exponent •S'~1.30 is a close relative. The proof that log2 3 is actually the minimum triangle packing exponent follows from a theorem concerning exponents and residual set dimension.
In [8] Eggleston proves that if C is a packing of T by oppositely oriented equilateral triangles then dim £(C)^log2 3 and the Hausdorff measure of the residual set in this dimension satisfies wlog23(£(C))_l/3.
In [14] Larman proves that if C is a packing of the «-dimensional hypercube by balls then eiC) -dim £(C). Boyd's related investigations [2] bring out the intuitive reason why an inequality of this sort might be expected. In [21, §2.3] the setting of this inequality is generalized to include, among others, the packings of U and T considered here. Moreover, for these packings and others it is shown that A/(C, e(C))< oo implies we<C)(£(C)) = 0. Thus if C is a packing of T by oppositely oriented equilateral triangles e(C)^dim(£(C))_log2 3. Moreover, if C has exponent log2 3, meiC>iRiC))=ll3 and so M(C, eiC))=x>.
The exponent theory for disk packings of U could be completed by an appropriate analog of Eggleston's theorem. However, there are only sparse results in this difficult area. Hirst [11] has shown that for disk packings of the unit square analogous to the osculatory packing of U 1.001 < dim(£(C)) = log(1+2/v,3) 3 ~ 1.43113.
Larman [13] has improved the lower bound and generalized the results to show that for arbitrary disk packings of the unit square dim £(C)>1.03.
Proof of the theorems.
A few preliminary remarks are in order. If C is a packing of U then M(C, c*)=2m=i dm 's strictly decreasing for x>e(C). For A>0 we denote by XC the packing of a disk of diameter X obtained by dilating C and therefore M(XC, a) = 2 (MJ* = X" 2 <C = ¿*M(C, a).
In particular we may take a disk D'm out of a packing C and replace it by d'mC. This is called iterating C over £>" of C. If we simultaneously iterate C over each of the disks of C then the product packing C'C satisfies M(CC, k) = 2 MfiCC, a) = 2 CM(C, a) = M(C'a)iW(C, a).
The fact that iterates and products are again packings follows because measure zero is preserved by dilatation and countable union. These two constructions were first used by Melzak in [15] .
To prove Theorem I let e satisfy £<e<2 and choose C with e(C)<e.
Write M(C,a.)=fi(a.) and note that, for c(C)<a<2, p(a)>p(2)=\. which is a convergent geometric progression because p(&) is strictly decreasing. This shows that e(C™) = e. To complete the proof of Theorem I it is necessary to produce, for each e satisfying £<e^2, a packing Cp with exponent e and moment sum M(Ce, f?)<co. Let C" (n = 0, 1, • • •) be a sequence of packings such that the corresponding sequence of exponents e(Cn) = en is strictly increasing with limit e. Since en<.e, M(Cn,e) is finite and there exists a disk Dmiri) of C0 such that demin)M(Cv, e)<2 " («= 1, 2, • • •)• Let C, be the packing obtained by iterating Cn over Dm(n) (n=\, 2, ■ ■ •). Then MiCe, e)<A/(C0, e)+l <oo. However, if x<e then a<e" for some n, MiCf, a) diverges with A/(C", a) and we obtain e(Cp) = e.
Theorem 2 deals with packings of T by oppositely oriented equilateral triangles. The remarks of §1 have established that the infimum of their exponents is log2 3, that the infimum is attained and that /V/(C, e{C))= oo for every packing C with e(C) = log2 3. What remains to be proved is the exact analogue of Theorem I. The preceding proof would apply immediately except for one complication. The iterate of a packing over a triangle in another packing yields triangles oriented like £ rather than oppositely. The simple remedy is to always iterate even powers of packings. In the construction of C? this can be accomplished by iterating Cn('nx over DmH) when nii) is odd. In the construction of Ce, it suffices to iterate C\ over triangles Dm(n) of C0 chosen so that dem(n)[M(C", e)]2<2_n.
